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Summary:

Analysing job listings data, from an Eagle Alpha

data partner, points to a possible acceleration in

revenue growth for Tableau in coming quarters.

After being in decline for several years, Eagle

Alpha’s Search Signal for Tableau has stabilized

in recent quarters; also a longer-term positive.
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The Eagle Alpha service consists of providing insights from various publicly available sources of information and other third party sources and providing digests of this information to customers who are professional institutional investors acting in the course of
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document, you indicate that you accept the Disclaimer at the end of this report (Appendix 4).

Sector:

Sub-Sector:

Information Technology

Software & Services

Companies mentioned: • Tableau Software (DATA)

Eagle Alpha Insight:

Two separate longer term oriented

datasets are pointing to a potential for

revenue acceleration for Tableau

Software in coming quarters.
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3. Key Insights

Job listings data for Tableau accelerating

Total active job listings on Tableau’s website have tracked closely with company revenue growth over the last several years. Job listings growth for Tableau bottomed in the

December quarter of 2016, when the company also posted a beat and raise quarter. Over the course of 2017 total job listings have accelerated to the upside. We view this as

a positive indicator for managements fundamental outlook in the back half of the year. Eagle Alpha’s Search Signal indicator for Tableau also bottomed in late 2016. The index

has not accelerated to the upside, but does signal better revenue trends are possible in future quarters.

See page 3 & 4 g

Key Takeaways

4. Implications

Both datasets point to the potential for Tableau to post stronger revenue growth

We view the signal from both datasets in a positive light for company revenue growth in coming quarters. The acceleration in job listing appears to be particularly positive,

especially since revenue and job listings have a strong correlation over the last three years.

1. Datasets

• Job Listings: A unique dataset that indexes greater than 4m jobs directly

from over 30,000 employer websites globally on a daily basis.

• Search Signal: An indicator built from Google Trends that is related to

company specific terms associated with company sales.

See Appendix 1

2. Backtesting/Significance

• Job Listing : From Q2’14 through to Q2’17 YoY growth in quarterly job

listings data has an 82% correlation to quarterly revenue growth rates.

• Search Signals: Software Search Signals have proved a leading

indicator of revenue inflection for software companies in the past.

See Appendix 1



Key Insights

Job listings data inflecting up

Analysing job listings data, from an Eagle

Alpha data partner, shows an 82%

correlation with company revenue growth

rates over a three year timeframe. In the

chart to the right we plot a 3 and 12

month moving average (MMA) of

company job listings data against

quarterly revenue growth. Listings data

bottomed in late 2016 and the 3MMA

crossed over the 12MMA in Q1’17. The

company beat consensus estimates and

raised guidance in Q4’16. With job

listings accelerating to the upside in

2017, management views on business

prospects appear to have turned bullish.

We view this positively for revenue

growth in coming quarters.

For more on Eagle Alpha’s offering contact: 

enquires@eaglealpha.com

1 2

Source: Eagle Alpha Analysis, Job Listings Data (click here for underlying data)
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Figure 1: Tableau Job Listings Index

Reported/Consensus Revenue YoY 3MMA Job Listings YoY 12MMA Job Listings YoY

mailto:enquires@eaglealpha.com
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ea-paperclip-production/attachments/files/000/001/685/original/Tableau_Data.xlsx?1507279556
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Key Insight

Search trends bottoming

Eagle Alpha’s Search Signal indicator,

built using Tableau specific terms from

Google Trends, also bottomed in late

2016. The 3 month moving average

(MMA) crossed over the 12 MMA moving

average in Q3’16. We view the cross over

as a positive sign for longer term

fundamentals. The inflection point can

take several quarters to be reflected in

company revenue growth. The 3MMA

has dipped below the 12MMA again and

needs to be monitored. We view the

current trend as still trying to form a

bottom. With the 12MMA flattening out,

the signal does not point to further

disappointments in revenue growth.

For more on Eagle Alpha’s offering contact: 

enquires@eaglealpha.com

Source: Eagle Alpha Analysis, Job Listings Data (click here for underlying data)
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Figure 2: Tableau Search Signal Index 

Reported/Consensus Revenue YoY 3MMA Search Index YoY 12MMA Search Index YoY

mailto:enquires@eaglealpha.com
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ea-paperclip-production/attachments/files/000/001/685/original/Tableau_Data.xlsx?1507279556


Google Trends Data

Click here for live charts

Google Trends is a public web facility based on Google Search that shows how often a

particular search-term is entered relative to the total search-volume over time across

various regions of the world.

The process for constructing indicators for each company using Google Trends

includes:

• Research analyst spends time identify relevant terms specific to each company.

• Used third part tools to aid process.

• Examine significance of terms using Adwords.

• Research analyst refines terms for inclusion.

• Build Google Trends index with relevant terms.

• Plot 12, 6, 3 or 1 month moving averages of the index. Chart YoY% move in index to

sales or same store sales (SSS).

• Examine chart to see if index leads future changes in revenue or SSS and observe

the time lag from a change in the moving average indicator to any change in

relevant metrics in future quarters.

Observing crossing points of moving averages of one of these search indices has

proved predictive of inflection points in revenue growth for companies across a broad

range of sectors including retail, luxury goods, restaurants and B2B software. For more

information please click here.

Appendix 1:

Job Listings Data

Please click here for more info or contact enquiries@eaglealpha.com.

Completely unique in the industry, the job listing dataset only indexes jobs directly

from employer websites. Updated daily with over 4 million jobs from more than

30,000 employers, the platform eliminates duplicate and expired job listings, as well

as job pollution. From the core platform, the company has developed an array of

products and services and achieved significant market traction in two primary

business units: Candidate Sourcing and Job Market Data and Analytics.

Backtesting of the dataset demonstrated alpha in the variables, with “Jobs Active”

producing the highest and most consistent returns. Yearly hedge returns were

between 6-8%. For more information please click here.

Isolating company specific job listings data we found use cases where quarterly

year over year growth in job listings has a high correlation to company revenue

growth rates.

Data Sources, Methodology and Backtesting

http://app.eaglealpha.com/search_signal
https://app.eaglealpha.com/articles/thought_leadership_article/1095/show
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ea-paperclip-production/attachments/files/000/001/611/original/Eagle_Alpha_Partner_-_Labor_Market_Dataset-_Teaser.pdf?1505381275
mailto:enquiries@eaglealpha.com
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ea-paperclip-production/attachments/files/000/001/668/original/Alpha_in_Employment_Data.pdf?1506609049


Appendix 2:

Related Eagle Alpha Content

https://app.eaglealpha.com/articles/research_article?filters[sector][]=45&nav=equities&type=corp
https://app.eaglealpha.com/articles/research_article?filters[sector][]=45&nav=equities&type=corp
https://app.eaglealpha.com/articles/research_article?filters[sector][]=45&nav=equities&type=corp
https://app.eaglealpha.com/articles/research_article?filters[sector][]=45&nav=equities&type=corp


Company Overview

Eagle Alpha is focused on solving the challenges that asset managers face when

working with alternative data. The Eagle Alpha solution has six parts:

Teach In

Teach-ins educate our clients to enable them to catch up with the innovators and

early adopters in alternative data field.

Thought Leadership

Thought Leadership ensures that our clients do not fall behind the curve regarding

how to obtain value from alternative data.

Bespoke Projects

Bespoke Projects enable clients, who don’t have the skillset and/or capacity to work

with alternative data, to commission specific projects.

Appendix 3:

Data Insights

Data Insights reports and indicators give clients actionable ideas and demonstrate,

based on 4 years of experience, how different types of alternative datasets can be

leveraged.

Analytical Tools

Analytical Tools enable clients to obtain proprietary analytics on 90 million data

sources for research into items like product launches and elections. In addition, we

have a proprietary algorithm that enables clients to build databases of experts.

Data Sources

Data Sourcing keeps clients on top of the world’s alternative datasets and ensures

they do not miss out on the best datasets.

About Eagle Alpha



Appendix 4:

Disclaimer

The Eagle Alpha service consists of providing insights from various

publicly available sources of information and other third party sources

and providing digests of this information to customers who are

professional institutional investors acting in the course of business.

Content provided to customers through our service and the Eagle Alpha

website (www.eaglealpha.com) (the “Website”) is general in nature and

is not tailored to the investment needs of any particular investor.

Furthermore, any information provided should be considered insufficient

to make an informed investment decision. By using the Website or our

services (including this document), you indicate that you accept this

Disclaimer, our website Terms of Use, Disclaimer, Privacy and Cookies

Statement and our Subscription Agreement and that you agree to abide

by them. If you do not agree to these, please do not use the Website or

our services.

01. Reliance On Information and Content

i. Our . service consists of providing insights from various publicly

available sources of information and other third party sources and

providing digests of this information to customers who are

professional institutional investors acting in the course of business.

Content provided to customers through our service (including this

document) and Website is general in nature and is not tailored to the

investment needs of any particular investor. Furthermore, any

information provided should be considered insufficient to make an

informed investment decision.

02. Investment Advice

i. You You may not regard any information or any opinion expressed in

any information received through our service (including this

document), content or Website as a recommendation of any particular

security, portfolio of securities, transaction or other investment

instrument. This information is provided solely for information

purposes and to facilitate customers in making their own investment

decisions and professional advice should be sought regarding the

suitability of any investment before investing. None of the members of

the Eagle Alpha team of content providers are advising in respect of

the nature, potential, value or suitability of any particular investment.

ii. You understand and agree that, although Eagle Alpha require

employees to disclose any conflicting personal interest they (or their

immediate family) may have in a company, it obtains content from a

wide variety of sources which may not have similar disclosure

obligations in place. You understand and agree that at the time of

providing content, one or more content contributors or their affiliates

may have an interest in the companies or investments written about.

iii. Our services (including this document) and Website content should

not be considered investment advice not be construed as an offer by

you to buy, sell or a recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell, or

otherwise deal or refrain from dealing in any particular investment.

03. Content

i. Eagle Alpha compiles the information and content provided through

our services (including this document) on the basis of publicly

available information and other third party sources it believes to be

reliable. While reasonable care is taken in preparing the information

provided through the services and contained on the Website, and in

selecting third party sources, the information is of a general nature

and is not intended to be relied upon. No warranties or representation

express or implied are given or liability accepted by Eagle Alpha or its

affiliates or any directors or employees in relation to the accuracy,

fairness or completeness of the information contained herein.

ii. All information provided to you through our services (including this

document) or Website content is provided only as of the date

published, and may be superseded by subsequent events or for other

reasons. Eagle Alpha may also provide links to previously published

content and it is your responsibility to ensure that you are viewing the

most recent information.

iii. Information provided through our services (including this document) or

on the Website is subject to change. We may amend, update,

suspend or delete any information in the content without notice at any

time and at our sole discretion.

iv. Eagle Alpha has used best efforts to validate certain assumptions and

estimates with respect to any underlying data, Eagle Alpha makes no

representation or warranty of any kind as to the accuracy, reliability or

completeness of data provided. Various assumptions and estimates

may have been made, which may or may not be realized.

v. Any data or information produced by Eagle alpha may not be

reproduced, re‐distributed or provided to any other person or

published in whole or in part, or summarized or excerpted, in any

format, including electronically to any other person other than the

intended recipient.

04. Our Liability

i. The material displayed through our services (including this document)

or Website is provided without any guarantees, conditions or

warranties as to its accuracy. To the extent permitted by law, we,

other members of our group of companies and third parties connected

to us hereby expressly exclude:

ii. All conditions, warranties and other terms which might otherwise be

implied by statute, common law or the law of equity; and/or

iii. Any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage

incurred by any user in connection with our services or the Website or

in connection with the use, inability to use, or results of the use of our

services or the Website, any websites linked to them and any

materials posted on them, including, without limitation any liability for:

(a) loss of income or revenue; (b) loss of business; (c) loss of profits

or contracts; (c) loss of anticipated savings; (d) loss of data; (d) loss

of goodwill; (e) wasted management or office time; or any other loss

or damage of any kind, however arising and whether caused by tort

(including negligence), breach of contract or otherwise, even if

foreseeable.

iv. Nothing in this section 2 affects our liability for death or personal injury

arising from our negligence, nor our liability for fraudulent

misrepresentation, nor any other liability which cannot be excluded or

limited under applicable law.

05. Third Party Content

i. We will not be responsible, or liable to any third party, for the content

or accuracy of any materials provided by third parties (“Third Party

Content”) that are included on our services.

ii. We do not endorse any Third Party Content posted in our services or

on the Website.

06. Indemnity

i. You agree to indemnify us and keep us indemnified (including our

directors, officers, agents, servants and employees) against all

losses, costs, charges, demands, proceedings, damages, actions,

expenses and claims howsoever incurred by us as a result of your

use of our services or Website or a breach by you of any of these

Terms of Use.

07. Jurisdiction And Applicable Law

i. These Terms of Use are governed by Irish law. The Irish courts will

have exclusive jurisdiction over any claim arising from, or related to

our services or Website although we retain the right to bring

proceedings against you for breach of these conditions in your

country of residence or any other relevant country.

08. Severability

i. If any of these Terms of Use are determined by any competent

authority to be invalid, unlawful or unenforceable to any extent, such

term, condition or provision will to that extent be severed from the

remaining terms, conditions and provisions which will continue to be

valid to the fullest extent permitted by law.

09. Entire Agreement

i. These Terms of Use and any document expressly referred to in them

and other terms accepted by you in connection with your use of our

services or the Website represent the entire agreement between you

and us in relation to their subject matter and supersede any prior

agreement, understanding or arrangement between you and us,

whether oral or in writing.

ii. Both you and us acknowledge that neither you nor us has relied on

any representation, undertaking or promise given by the other or be

implied from anything said or written in negotiations between you and

us except as expressly stated in these Terms of Use.
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